
THE HELP BOOK ESSAY

The Help The book, The Help by Kathryn Stockett, is about a women named Aibileen who is a black maid. She decides
to write a book about the lives of maids for white ladies. She with the help of Aibileen and Minny hope to create a book
that starts a revolution about what white.

When Skeeter returns home from college she discovers that her childhood nanny Constantine is no longer
there Stockett has not only written an unforgettable, at times humorous and all-round brilliant story; this is
also an informative masterpiece, educating people about life of the help in the segregated society of Jackson,
Mississippi in the early s, using some of her personal experiences of growing up in the deep south. Minny is
also very reluctant to bring up aspects of her personal life; it is very late in the book when she mentions how
violently her husband acts towards her. It means that they can only interact in certain situations mostly in
which black people are serving white people in some capacity and there are strict rules and norms about how
they can act toward each other. Do you think this claim has merit? I think Skeeter was under some pressure
from her mother, Hilly, and society to give Stuart a second chance. The documentary explored discussions
regarding his school performance and how he was handled or rather not handled by teachers. Miss Walters
was angry with her daughter for placing her in a retirement home, and this was a clever way to remind her that
Miss Walters knew her darkest secret. The story shows how these characters progress and face their inner
demons as they struggle to make a statement in a world of hate and segregation and give voice to the black
maids of Mississippi. Additionally,â€¦ Words - Pages 2 Essay on The help The novel, the help by American
writer Kathryn stockett comes across 3 brave women living in Jackson Mississippi around the , begins to
gather more African American maids in secret and begin to retell of working as a help. Focus your analysis on
one character. The story revolves around three main characters; Aibileen Clark, Minny Jackson and Skeeter
Phelan, and their lives on different sides of the racial barrier. The Help also takes the reader back to a time of
sexism, when women were to be doting housewives and child bearers. Aibileen mentions that her mother was
a maid and her grandmother was a house-slave. Aibileen is fired from her job with the Leefolts due to Hilly's
interference. She is even willing to pay her to help her After all, an adult must have some tender feelings for
the child, or else he or she would just quit the job. Inspired by her relationship with Constantine her maid ,
Skeeter forms an idea of writing about the relationships between. The novel became an instant success and
later made its way into Hollywood in with a film adaptation also titled The Help. Minny finally manages to
find a new job working for Miss Celia Foote, who, luckily for Minny, is too new to the town to know anything
about her.


